goetzpartners Color Books®
UNLOCK THE FULL POTENTIAL OF TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMS

Typical issues of transformation programs

Companies face multiple issues when setting up, planning, and executing transformation programs

More than 80%
of all cost-out programs
miss their financial and
operational targets

OVERVIEW OF TYPICAL ISSUES

KEY CHALLENGES
Overlaps
 Lack of granularity
 Overconfidence

Incomplete baseline
 Missing granularity
 Inconsistent data





P&L value leakage
 Offset by contradictory
measures
 Ineffective reconciliation


Lack of accountability and
appropriate resources at the
right level
Incoherent approach of
initiatives and misjudgment of
overall effects

GAP TO
TARGET

Expected
P&L
benefits

Source: goetzpartners

Actual
P&L
benefits

Revenue
decrease
 FX effects
 Input prices


Operating Cost-out Operating
Profit
Program
Profit
Baseline
Target

Adverse
Effects

Incomplete link between
financial effects, operating
drivers and P&L impact

Insufficient focus
and empowerment
 Implementation cost
 Barriers to execution


Planning

Execution

Value
Leakage

Missing transparency on risk
and regulatory compliance
impact of initiatives

Operating
Profit
Actuals

Slow silo-based organization
w/o transformation governance
across divisions
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Required program elements

Transformation programs require transparency on the baseline from the beginning, forming the basis for managing the
overall process from target setting to measuring the “true” impact in the P&L
PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Transparency (incl. initial baselining)
PMO managing overall process and governance

Target setting

Planning

Execution &
Communication

Impact tracking
and P&L link

 Setting of top-down
targets
 Breaking down to
functional and location
level
 Bottom-up validation

 Granular planning of
measures down to name
level
 Development of
transition plan
 Negotiation strategy

 Negotiation with
involved parties (e.g.
works council, trade
unions)
 Communication to
workforce

 Ongoing tracking of
measure impact on
actual P&L
 Reconciliations and
adjustments of planned
measures

Color Books®
methodology
providing overall
program
methodology
and tools

Access to associated service providers (e.g. legal advisors)
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Methodology for cost transparency

The Color Books® methodology creates transparency on financial cost baseline and traces measure impact directly to the
corporate P&L at cost center level, allowing for overlap free impact tracking and identification of value leakage causes
RELEVANT COST

Source: goetzpartners

Internal
headcount



Personnel cost Germany

Internal
headcount



Personnel cost globally

External
headcount



Daily rates per FTE

MATERIAL

Subcontracting

ASSETS

Introduce
Color Books®
to create full
transparency
on cost
baseline and
lay the
foundation for
performance
and cost
improvement
potential

PEOPLE

P&L



Contract fees (e.g.
maintenance, IT services)

Direct
cost





Procurement
Supplier-managed cost
Supply chain

Indirect
cost





Travel & car cost
Marketing cost
Training cost

Real
estate






Rent/ leases
Depreciation
Facility services
Utility cost

ACTIVITIES & ELEMENTS
BASELINING

 Define necessary tools
and efficient processes
for data collection
 Gather and baseline
structural and financial
data of all cost centers
 Aggregate data in
comprehensive tools

COST CATEGORIZATION

 Align Color Books®
scope and framework

 Map P&L cost centers to
Color Books® target
categories
 Validate and signoff
mapping of cost center
structure by F&C

KPIS AND TARGETS

 Establish KPI framework
per Color Book®
(operational & financial)

 Benchmark internal/
external KPIs
 Set operational and
financials targets

BENEFITS & TOOLS


Full transparency on
cost baseline in
minimum timeframe



Measure impact directly
linked to P&L at cost
center level



track4impact® as a
centralized tool to manage
process and track impact
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Clear link to P&L

Tracing of measure impact directly to the corporate P&L at cost center level allows for overlap free impact tracking and
identification of value leakage causes
APPROACH

LINK OF PROGRAM IMPACT TO P&L – COLOR BOOKS®

ASSIGN P&L LINE ITEMS TO COST GROUPS

Subcontractor
Internal &
cost
external HC cost

Review company P&L jointly with Finance, break it down into pre-defined cost
categories, with each category having a fixed set of overlap-free P&L line items

Indirect
Cost

Direct
cost

Real
Estate
cost

…

Measure 1

MAP MEASURE IMPACT TO THE P&L

Map measure impact to P&L line items and respective cost categories at the planning
stage; review measure funnel to define interdependencies and eliminate overlaps

SIGN-OFF IMPACT WITH FINANCE

Require Finance’s approval for each measure’s business case and P&L mapping prior
implementation

Measure 2
…
Measure n
Share of cost
allocation

Operational/financial KPIs

Link to Corporate P&L via Finance
CONTINUOUSLY MONITOR PROGRESS

Track initiative impact via dedicated tools, in line with the cost categories and reconcile
with overall company performance to ensure transparency

Source: goetzpartners

A centralized IT platform (“track4impact”) is available to manage progress
and track impact with minimized manual effort and high data integrity
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Color Books® interplay & structure

Typically, focus of transformation programs lies on executing headcount reduction measures and on realizing indirect and
real estate cost savings as second order effects
INTERPLAY OF RELEVANT COLOR BOOKS

WORKFOCE
RESTRUCTURING

1

INTERNAL HEADCOUNT

Focus on White Book
(HC reduction in Germany)

2

EXTERNAL HEADCOUNT

White Book & Black Book®

Grey Book®





WoCo[1]

White Book Accelerates
negotiation &
social selection in Germany
 Black Book® serves as basis for headcount
reduction of internal employees

Tools: Headcount Master®, HEART, Social Selection tool,

Tools: Grey Book® Planning & Reporting tool

HR Finance tool

SECOND ORDER
EFFECTS
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INDIRECT COST & REAL ESTATE
Red Book


Ensures reduction of headcount-related indirect cost
via planning & implementation tracking

Tools: Red Book Policy & Reporting tool
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[1] Works council
Source: goetzpartners

Aims at reducing external headcount cost and
avoiding shifts from internal to external
employment status

Green Book®


Ensures reduction of headcount-related real estate cost
via planning & implementation tracking

Tools: Green Book® Planning & Reporting tool

ORGANIZATIONAL SETUP & TARGET OPERATING MODEL
 Adaption of Target Operating Model in line with future strategy
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Get in touch!

AXEL MEYTHALER

DR. GUNNAR BINNEWIES

axel.meythaler@goetzpartners.com
T +49-89-290725-503 (Assistant)

gunnar.binnewies@goetzpartners.com
T +49-151-1714-1083

Managing Director

Partner

We will gladly answer your questions in a personal meeting and provide you with further information on our services. We
are looking forward to hearing from you.

www.goetzpartners.com
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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by goetzpartners Management Consultants GmbH, Munich (hereafter referred to as "goetzpartners") exclusively for
the benefit and internal use of the recipient and does not carry any right of publication or disclosure to any other party. This presentation is not and
must not be considered as a prospectus. Neither this presentation nor any of its content may be used for any other purpose without the prior
written consent of goetzpartners.
The information in this presentation reflects prevailing conditions, to the best of our knowledge, as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to
change. In preparing this presentation, goetzpartners has relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness
of all information from public sources or which was otherwise reviewed by us. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, goetzpartners, its members, directors,
employees, representatives, and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else
acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this presentation or for any decision based on it.
© 2021 goetzpartners. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any
form or by any means electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of goetzpartners.

